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???????????????????? Conferring:?The keystone of reader’s workshop??????????????????????????
??????????? ???????? In the middle: New understanding about writing, reading, and learning? ???????????????????????
????????????
??????????? ???????? ???????????? ????? ???? ????????? ? ???Exploring talk in school?? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????The art of teaching reading????????????????????
?????????????????????Tell me: Children, reading and talk??????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ????????Extensive reading in the second language classroom.??????????????????????
?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????Guiding readers and writers, grades 3-6????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????? ????????Strategies that work: Teaching comprehension to enhance understanding??
????????????????????????
???????????????????? ???????????????????Mosaic of thought??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????To Understand: New horizons in reading comprehension????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Bunmei?21??????
??????
???????????? ????????Comprehension through conversation: The power of purposeful talk in the reading workshop??
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????The reading workshop: Creating space for readers????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????Conferring with readers: Supporting each student’s growth and independence??
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????Creating classrooms for authors and inquirers? ???????????
??????????????????????????
??????????? ???????? I read it, but I don’t get it: Comprehension strategies for adolescent readers????????????????
??????????
???????????????????Understanding whole language: From principles to practice????????????????????????????
????????????????????Yomu chikara wa ko? shite tsukeru?????????????????????
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????????????????????Fly away home??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
??????????????????Smoky night????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????The Wall??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????In the rabbit garden???????????????????????????
????????????????????The three questions. ?????????????????????
???????????????????Mole and the baby bird?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????The dot??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????Ish??????????????????????????????????
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